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“Reconfigure the simulacrum” 12x17” Framed enhanced photographic image printed on Ilford Gold Fibre Silk - 310gsm. $500

“Xenografting the bleeds of reality” 17x12” Framed enhanced photographic image printed on Ilford Gold Fibre Silk - 310gsm. $500

contact@dimension11.gallery
“Untitled” 18x24” Framed enhanced photographic image printed on Ilford Gold Fibre Silk - 310gsm.

“City. Sublevel. Neo-noir” 17x24” Framed enhanced photographic image printed on Ilford Gold Fibre Silk - 310gsm $600

contact@dimension11.gallery
“Defy actuality” 17x24” Framed enhanced photographic image printed on Hahnemuhle Photo Rag Pearl - 320gsm $600

“The Cenotaphs of human conquest” 12x17” Framed enhanced photographic image printed Ilford Gold Fibre Silk - 310gsm. $500

contact@dimension11.gallery
“Mirrored Dualities” 33 1/2 x 24” Framed enhanced photographic image printed on Hahnemuhle Photo Rag Pearl - 320gsm $950

“Synchronous creation against the Eternus” 17x12” Framed enhanced photographic image printed on Ilford Gold Fibre Silk- 310gsm $500

contact@dimension11.gallery
“Radiance of the neon cytoplasm. The machine is ours”
33 1/2 x 24” Framed enhanced photographic image printed on Museo Silver Rag - 300gsm $950
contact@dimension11.gallery
"Babson's Sphere"
33 1/2 x 24" Framed enhanced photographic image printed on Museo Silver Rag - 300gsm $950
contact@dimension11.gallery
“Beyond the genome: is machinery”
17x24” Framed enhanced photographic image printed on Metallic Pearl – 255gsm $600
contact@dimension11.gallery
All sale enquiries for art. Please email: contact@dimension11.gallery

Blog Magazine Chiasmus: https://chiasmusadrianglass.wordpress.com/

Adrian Glass Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100010159003967

Adrian Glass books Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/Adrian-Glass/e/B004S82PWQ